Chemical and Process Engineering

Fall 2020/Spring 2021
Continuing Education Courses

Stay updated on future Chemical and Process Engineering opportunities.

Sign-up at epd.wisc.edu/chem
The University of Wisconsin–Madison develops and delivers relevant and practical continuing engineering education short courses to technical professionals in the chemical, food, and pharmaceutical industries. Attend now and focus on proven methods to solve your process problems.

Upcoming UW–Madison Chemical and Process Engineering short courses include:

**Pumps and Process Piping**
September 15 – 16, 2020 | #U422
Webster (Houston), TX
Fee: $1595 | 1.3 CEU/13 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA01189

**Dryer Technology**
September 29 – 30, 2020 | #U372
Des Plaines (Chicago), IL
Fee: $1595 | 1.3 CEU/13 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA00126

**Piping and Instrument Drawings (P&IDs): What You Need to Know to Read, Create, and Use Them Effectively**
September 17, 2020 | #U423
Webster (Houston), TX
Fee: $595 | 0.7 CEU/7 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA01609

**Atomization and Spray Technology: Focus on Spray Drying**
October 1, 2020 | #U373
Des Plaines (Chicago), IL
Fee: $895 | 0.7 CEU/7 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA00135

**Pilot Plant Design, Construction, and Operation**
September 21 – 23, 2020 | #U322
Lake Buena Vista (Orlando), FL
Fee: $1995 | 2 CEU/20 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA00908

**The Art and Science of Industrial Mixing**
October 6 – 8, 2020 | #U437
Des Plaines (Chicago), IL
Fee: $1995 | 2.1 CEU/21 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA00761

**Evaporators: Designing, Evaluating, and Operating**
October 13 – 14, 2020 | #U374
Des Plaines (Chicago), IL
Fee: $1595 | 1.4 CEU/14 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA00978

**Industrial Crystallizers**
October 15, 2020 | #U375
Des Plaines (Chicago), IL
Fee: $895 | 0.7 CEU/7 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA01641

**Pilot Plant Equipment 1: Fundamentals for Proper Selection**
November 2 – 4, 2020 | #U324
Webster (Houston), TX
Fee: $1995 | 2 CEU/20 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA01013

**Pilot Plant Equipment 2: Safe Installation and Operation**
November 4 – 6, 2020 | #U325
Webster (Houston), TX
Fee: $1995 | 2 CEU/20 PDH
epd.wisc.edu/RA01595

**Powder and Bulk Mixing: Processes and Equipment**
Spring 2021, check back for updates!
epd.wisc.edu/RA00131

**Successful Liquid Mixing Scale-up Methods**
Spring 2021, check back for updates!
epd.wisc.edu/RA01110

**Questions?**
For more information or to enroll see epd.wisc.edu/chem or contact Program Director Elaine Andrysick at elaine.andrysick@wisc.edu

**We can come to you!**
For information on courses that we can bring to your location, contact Elaine Andrysick at elaine.andrysick@wisc.edu

If in-person courses aren’t possible, online transitions are highly likely. Please contact Elaine Andrysick at elaine.andrysick@wisc.edu for additional information.